ART COMPARATIVE STUDY
Footnote: 'Portfolio - Nusra Latif Qureshi' (Nusra
Latif Qureshi, 2018)
<http://nusraqureshi.com/projects/> accessed
21 March 2018.
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'Singapore Biennale 2016 – An Atlas Of Mirrors | Adeela Suleman'
(Singaporebiennale.org, 2018)
<https://www.singaporebiennale.org/adeela-suleman.php> accessed 21
March 2018.

2.

3.

Untitled,

Dread of Not Night 4, 2015

I really liked this piece as to me it
symbolised the relationship
between tradition and the modern
world. While the Mughal influence
is evident, Qureshi incorporates
different mediums and styles that
go against Mughal art’s aesthetic
principles. I wanted to explore how
modern artists use traditional
motifs to express.

This piece was part of a larger series that
was exhibited and made especially for the
ATLAS of Mirrors Exhibition in the
Singapore Art Museum, that I got to see. I
chose this piece to analyse as I found the
close relationship between violence and
beauty that this series explored, quite
intriguing. Her use of several different
mediums to portray the deeper meaning
behind the series was also something that
caught my eye.

By Nusra Latif Qureshi

Tom Hoepf, 'Detroit Institute Of Arts Recalls ‘Diego
Rivera And Frida Kahlo’' (Live Auctioneers | Auction
Central News, 2018)
<https://www.liveauctioneers.com/news/top-news/museu
ms/detroit-institute-of-arts-recalls-diego-rivera-and-fridakahlo/> accessed 21 March 2018.

By Adeela Suleman

Frieda & Diego Rivera, 1931
By Frida Khalo

Frida Kahlo has been an artist that has
greatly influenced my artwork and so I
decided to analyse one of her works - I
chose this portrait of her and Rivera
because I could see some similarities
between her style and the other two
artists that I was analysing. I thought it
would be interesting to compare and
contrast their work, as they have all
tackled similar subject areas through
their artworks.

The images are flat and
lack shadows, providing a
sense of ethereality.
Light Teal as the background
color: Very soft and gives a
sense of sublimity and
bliss. `

Proportions & Scale
The prints in the background are of
greater scale than the image of the
couple in front (focal point) While they
are subtle, they compliment the couple in
the front, and create a sort of dream-like
impression within the painting.

Central Image
The central image is of a couple
enveloped in an embrace.
The image is then emphasized
through the incorporations of
three bright colours, especially
typical in Pakistani artworks Red, Gold/Yellow Ochre and
White.

In the background there are
faint and fine tracings of a
fish and a plant. Her
sparingly painted pieces are
‘‘teeming with layers of
imagery from the past,
meanings from the present,
and methods from both’.

1.

Formal Qualities

Because of the intricate
detailing on the couple, our
eyes are immediately drawn
towards them as opposed to the
massive tracings in the
background.

The painting is devoid of
any apparent texture,
the figures are quite flat,
with no shadows in
sight.

Complementary Colours
Use of complementary colours
of red and green/teal, enhance
the contrast and therefore
results in an eye catching
image.

References:
'Nusra Latif Qureshi: By Hammad Nasar'
(National Portrait Gallery, 2018)
<https://www.portrait.gov.au//content/nusra-la
tif-qureshi> accessed 21 March 2018.

The tracing in the
background are organic
shapes, in fluid motion.

The spacious background
creates a sense of serenity,
there is not a lot of tension
and the shapes in the
background perfectly
complements the subject
of the image. There is also
a lack of depth in the
image.

Medium used: Acrylic paint

Subjects painted with
intricate attention to
facial features as well as
clothing detail.

Traditional Lover’s Pose
The action that is displayed in
this miniature is of a couple
almost embracing. This pose is
quite typical of indo-persian
art.

COLOR SCHEME:
warm, friendly, inviting.

2.

Formal Qualities

Hand -Carved
Wooden Frame
The wooden
frame is
intricately carved
giving the piece a
royal finish.

Persian/Mughal art influence

Use of the colour
yellow:
Connotations of
royalty, status,
enlightenment

Complementary
Colours
Use of
complementary
colours of red and
green, enhance the
contrast and
therefore results in an
eye catching image.

At first glance, Suleman’s works exude
beauty but when looked at closer, her
repertoire are replete with the imagery of
bloodshed, death and violence.

Ceramic
plates
Designed
very
typically
as
Pakistani
ceramics
are.

Use of the
colour green:
Connotations
of life, growth,
serenity, peace

Central Image

The central image is
of two headless men
fighting each other,
however this is only
noticeable when we
see it closer. From
far it looks as if they
are caught in an
embrace.

Use of the
colour red:
Connotations
of beauty, war,
love, danger.

'Singapore Biennale 2016 – An
Atlas Of Mirrors | Adeela
Suleman'
(Singaporebiennale.org, 2018)
<https://www.singaporebiennale.
org/adeela-suleman.php>
accessed 21 March 2018.

Medium used:
Enamel paint

The exhibition comprised of 12
similar pieces with the same type
of design. They were all from
different commissions.

Flowers:
connotatio
ns of
beauty,
innocence
and love

The frames were gracefully displayed on
golden platforms. The color “gold”
connotes with royalty, glamour, richness.
The gold platform also provided the pieces
with a halo effect, enhancing its’ beauty
and (although displayed on the corner of
the gallery) making it hard to miss. At a
distance, the images on the plate hardly
resembled that of violence but instead,
beauty, purity and innocence.

Rivera’s colour scheme is monotonous and dull. It
emphasises this sense of seriousness and gives his
figure a lack of life.

3.

Formal Qualities

Symmetrical Balance

Kahlo's colour scheme is bright and full of life. The colours red
hold connotations of love, passion, anger and strength whereas
the colour green holds connotations of life and growth. The use
of the warm colours on her portrait almost adds a certain type
of life to her portrait

Diego
Rivera

Frida Kahlo

Rivera lacks expression,
almost as if he is
lacking of a personality

Rivera gives a look of
dominance and
seriousness. This
sense of seriousness is
further emphasized
through his work
attire. He seems to be
emotionless. His feet
are blocky and he is
rooted to the ground.
He is a solid figure in
the portrait and has a
strong and buff
stature. He is
completely static in
the portrait.

Even though
this painting is
Khalo’s herself,
Rivera holds the
paint palette
and brushes.
Perhaps this is
an indication of
his priorities.

COLOR SCHEME:
Naturalistic, modest, earth tones conveys a sense of purity and
serenity.

On the ribbon held by the snout of a pigeon, it reads:
"Here you see us, me Frida Kahlo, with my dearest husband Diego
Rivera. I painted these pictures in the delightful city of San
Francisco California for our companion Mr. Albert Bender, and it
was in the month of April of the year 1931."
Background
The background is plain and lacks depth. The colour of the
background is also dull, creating a contrasting effect against the
bolder & brighter subjects of the portrait. The monotonous tone
of the background along with the lack of depth creates this sense
of distance and superficiality in the portrait.

Khalo seems to
have a tight
grasp on her
bright red
shawl that she
wears over a
green dress.
This could
signify
protection and
security.

Sense of abundance due to
Khalo being heavily
decorated with jewelry.

Hands
Her hands are
light over his,
almost as if she
is letting go and
establishing her
independence.
Medium: oil on canvas
Dimensions: 39 3/8 in. x 31 in.
(100.01 cm x 78.74 cm)

Frida’s head is tilted
to the side, giving the
impression of
movement, which is
further emphasized
by the carving forms
in the shawl, the flows
of her dress as well as
the space and shadow
between her feet, the
dress and the ground.
It almost seems as if
she is floating in the
air.

There is a sense of overlapping time, which
Qureshi shows through the contrast of
modern and traditional art. While her
miniatures stand loyal to tradition, the
background is a product of modern art.

1.

Function & Purpose

To emphasize this confusion of time within
her paintings, Qureshi adds simplistic
outlines in the plain backdrop to represent,
as she puts it - an “erased past”.

The recurring animal imagery in her work is
also a reference to the post-colonial world.
Qureshi compiled images from national
history paintings made during colonial rule
from places like Australia, India and the
Pacific. She uses animal imagery as motifs
representing or rather further emphasizing
this idea of an erased past. In an interview,
Qureshi explains the significance of animal
imagery in her paintings - “ Some species in
the colonized countries became extinct due
to over-hunting or introduction of disease,
so were many other natural and man-made
resources. The animals and birds become
symbols of that loss that occurred through
cultural and political colonization.”
'Nusra Latif Qureshi | Artnow' (Artnowpakistan.com, 2018)
<http://www.artnowpakistan.com/nusra-latif-qureshi/>
accessed 21 March 2018.

Symbolism & References
Through her artwork, Qureshi engages with the
visual histories of South Asia, often with some sort
of reference to symbolism from South Asia. For
example, in this particular painting, she references
Mughal Art, while in other works she uses
recognisable prints, colours and symbols such as the
swords that can be seen in the images below.

AN: How do you resolve immediate, current issues with
the images of ancient royalty and kingship? Do you want
Though the subtlety of her miniature
may suggest otherwise, Qureshi’s
artwork is woven together with
careful consideration and thought.
Personal Opinion:
What I really like
about this piece is the
fact that it takes
Mughal art, an art
form typically known
to pay close attention
to the littlest details

to possess the post-colonial space in Pakistani art?
NQ: “If I sum up the whole issue, it would be in these
words: “we live in very interesting times indeed”. The
scenario becomes even more interesting when we
consider the bizarre situation of every noble ideology
becoming a cheap political slogan and every complex
idea presented with copyrights of celebrity artist and
of course an accompanying price for the free market.
The use of symbols is not new in art. It is a certain
way of saying things.”

2.

Function &
Purpose

Suleman’s work
reiterates the fact that
“violence is closely
linked with beauty.
She drew this
conclusion from
considering the Islamic
arms and armour objects of violence were decorated using
the most sophisticated
techniques of gilding,
inlay and gold and
silver encrusting. In
her own words,
Suleman states that
”the more heinous the
crime, the more
beautiful the object
needs to be.”

This series of artworks were made specifically
for the “ATLAS of Mirrors” exhibition held in
Singapore Art Museum.

Decorated Islamic
swords with
scripture and
jewels.
References:
(Cdn.shopify.com, 2018)
<https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/
0259/0409/products/roberthales-P
ageSamples-0008_1024x1024.jp
g?v=1379659954> accessed 21
March 2018.
'Khanjar' (Pinterest, 2018)
<https://www.pinterest.com/Anark
aliLovesMe/khanjar/> accessed
21 March 2018.
'Singapore Biennale 2016: An Atlas Of
Mirrors | Singapore Art Museum (SAM)
| Artsy' (Artsy.net, 2018)
<https://www.artsy.net/show/singaporeart-museum-sam-singapore-biennale-2
016-an-atlas-of-mirrors> accessed 21
March 2018.

Personal Opinion:
Her artwork caught my
eye because it was
different from all the
others. While artists
usually tend to show one
side or another, Suleman
combines both to make a
beautiful display of all of
these artworks combined.
I feel that her pieces are an
accurate representation of
reality. Violence and
beauty are neither black
nor white, it is a grey area
in which they both come
hand in hand. To me, her
pieces also reiterate the
idea that things are not
always as they seem to be.

Her other works also present a similar theme, as
can be seen on the left. These were other pieces
of the series and they have much more visual
and violent depictions of fights, although it is
not noticeable from a distance.

Kahlo is well known in the artistic
world, for her raw and blatant
expression which she displays through
the surrealistic concepts in her art. She
also used her artistic platform to
explore and pose questions regarding
identity, gender, postcolonialism, class
as well as race in Mexican society.

Personal opinion:
To me, this portrait
possess a haunting
quality. At first sight,
the couple are
seemingly content,
however upon closer
inspection, there is a
sense of lingering
despair and distance almost as if the fate of
their relationship is
being told through this
single portrait. Rivera
holds his paints in his
free hand, Khalo holds
her shawl with hers,
and though they are
supposedly holding
hands, their grasp is
light and barely there.
Perhaps this portrait
reflects the reason
behind their downfall:
Rivera was too
immersed in his career
whereas Khalo
prioritised her
well-being. However,
there is also a sense of
empowerment
portrayed through the
stark contrast of the
tones. The bright
colours and animate
her portrait, almost as
if to acknowledge and
celebrate that she came
out of the relationship,
alive.

This is one of my favorite paintings by
Kahlo, named Self Portrait with Cropped
Hair (1940) and was made after her
divorce with Rivera. She is holding
scissors and her long hair is scattered
across the floor as if she cut it, and she
wears a suit resembling the one Rivera
wears in their portrait together.

“They
thought I
was a
Surrealist,
but I
wasn't. I
never
painted
dreams.
I painted
my own
reality.”

However this portrait, unlike the
others, is much simpler and much
more realistic in a sense that there is
almost no abstract incorporation to
this piece.

Light grasp VS tight grasp

Khalo painted this portrait during the
first years of their marriage, when she
and Rivera were in San Francisco, after
Rivera was commissioned to paint
murals in SFMOMA. At the time,
Rivera was already an established
painter and Khalo respected her
husband’s talent, and this portrait is a
clear representation of her admiration
for him. She is small in comparison to
him and he holds an expression that
exudes dominance. The focus on the
subjects is only emphasized through
the plain background. There is a sort of
simplicity and purity to their love that
is portrayed through this portrait,
which is now almost ironic as we see
how their relationship unraveled.

'Frida Kahlo. Self-Portrait With Cropped Hair. 1940 | Moma' (The Museum
of Modern Art, 2018) <https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78333>
accessed 21 March 2018.

3.

Function & Purpose

Mughal art consists of
animated portraits, usually
depictions of royals that are
highly decorated in jewels,
flamboyant colors and
intricate details.

Cultural Significance
Suleman is a Pakistani artist born in the 1970’s. The influence in
her art of her home country are clearly evident: the floral
frame, the mughal art influence as well as the ceramic plate
itself. Pakistani artifacts are renowned for their intricacy in
design and abundance of color.
This is a common trait in many of her other artworks as well, in
which she incorporates bits of Pakistani culture into her work.
'Mogal Art' (Pinterest, 2018)
<https://www.pinterest.com/bhar
atvyas1009/mogal-art/>
accessed 21 March 2018.

This type of art was very
prevalent during the Mughal Era,
which lasted from 1526 - 1857.
This era has defined much of the
culture that is prevalent in
Southeast Asia today.

'Pictures Share Crockery(Kitchenwares) - Page 5'
(FriendsKorner - Pakistani Media Forum, 2018)
<http://www.friendskorner.com/forum/showthread.php/
85481-Share-Crockery(KitchenWares)/page5>
accessed 21 March 2018.

Pakistani
crockery
are also
very
decorated
as are the
ceramic
plates,
with
recurrent
floral
patterns.

'Adeela Suleman | Hanging Fire'
(Sites.asiasociety.org, 2018)
<http://sites.asiasociety.org/hangingfire/adeela-su
leman/> accessed 21 March 2018.

In her other
work, she
makes use
of symbols
and
elements
that
represent
Pakistani
cultures (i.e
peacocks,
helmets.)

INFLUENCES:

'Mogal Art' (Pinterest, 2018)
<https://www.pinterest.com/bhar
atvyas1009/mogal-art/>
accessed 21 March 2018.

Qureshi’s Artwork

Nusra Latif Qureshi is a neo-miniaturist, trained at
the National College of Arts, Lahore, now residing
and working in Melbourne, Australia.
Her work, like Adeela Suleman is also heavily
influenced by Mughal art. In this her portrait, the
lovers stand in what seems to be a traditional lover’s
pose. This incorporation of symbolism and
references to orientalism is consistent through most
of her artworks, as shown before.

In oriental
cultures,
chillies are
said to
ward off
evil.

Outline of
swords
resembling
weapons of
mughals.

2.

Cultural Significance

Use of red:
Holds
connotations of
royalty, power

As compared to
traditional Mughal
art, Qureshi’s artwork
has a modern touch.
It is much more both in terms of detail
on the subjects, as
well as detail in the
background. The
subjects are dressed
modestly as
compared to those in
traditional portraits,
who are bejeweled
with intricate detail
from head to toe. The
use of teal as
background also
opposes the usually
bold and eye catching
use of bright colours
in the background.

Kahlo’s Culture and its
Kahlo proudly celebrated her
Influence on her Artwork: and was greatly influenced by

Unlike her other paintings, this
portrait has a much simpler
background. The way in which Rivera
and Kahlo are against the spare
background is a reference to the
Colonial Mexican artistic tradition.

her indigenous Mexican
heritage and culture. This was
often reflected through her
artwork that contained several
references and artistic styles
that alluded to indigenous
Mexican culture- from bright
colours to dramatic symbolism.
Although this image is a little
more subtle in comparison to
her other pieces, the influence
is still there and can be seen
through her attire and jewels in
this portrait.

Portrait of Doña Micaela Esquibel Mexico, circa
1750.

https://www.pinterest.com/denverartmuseum/spanishcolonial-art/?lp=true> accessed 21 March 2018.

3.

'Frida Kahlo: An Inspiration' (Pinterest, 2018)
<https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/4362869011417
4469/> accessed 21 March 2018.

Monkeys in Mexican
Mythology
Kahlo frequently
incorporated the
Monkey’s within her
portraits - which in
Mexican mythology
are symbolic of lust.
However, Kahlo
portrayed them as
tender and protective
symbols.

Cultural Significance
Kahlo’s Influence on Other Artists

In a time where western male artists
dominated the art scene, Khalo’s work was
one of the first, along with Marı́a
Izquierdo (1902-55) and Rosa Rolando
(1895-1970) to refute artistic
representations of women. Her feminist
views are prevalent in her artworks, which
made her revolutionary and iconic in and
outside the world of arts. As a result, she
has influenced several artists. Such as that
of Yasumasa Morimura, a Japanese artist
who made a series - , ‘An Inner Dialogue
with Frida” as a response to her influence.

'Yasumasa Morimura - 74 Artworks, Bio
& Shows On Artsy' (Artsy.net, 2018)
<https://www.artsy.net/artist/yasumasamorimura> accessed 21 March 2018.

Morimura is an
appropriation artist. He
uses his body to portray the
paintings and
superimposes it so that it
resembles them. Through
this, he shows the influence
of Khalo in his life. Above,
he can even be seen
incorporating his own
culture into the
photographs.

A summary of
COMPARISON
between three
artworks

All have a modern
take on traditional
art
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present
Medium: Oil

Violence

An in-depth
COMPARISON
between three
artworks

'Mogal Art' (Pinterest, 2018)
<https://www.pinterest.com/bhar
atvyas1009/mogal-art/>
accessed 21 March 2018.

OUTCOMES OF THE INVESTIGATION
In retrospect, my initial assumptions regarding the context of these artworks differed greatly. Through this investigation I was able to gain a profound insight on the subtle
yet highly significant effect of symbolism in an artwork. Through these pieces, I have been inspired to incorporate subtlety in my artwork, as often I find myself becoming
too engrossed in expressing myself, that my pieces fail to hold any depth. Additionally, I have come to admire these female artists who were enough to explore and
manipulate traditional art, in a culture or time where it was and still is considered unorthodox. The following are a summary of some aspects of techniques that I have
learnt to appreciate through the process of this investigation:

SCALE & PROPORTIONS:

USE OF DISPLAY:

MANIPULATION OF MOOD THROUGH TONE

This piece enabled me to evaluate scale,
proportions and compositions. The subtle effect of
of the large scale tracings at the back combined
with the asymmetrical balance of the portrait,
compliment and establish the lovers as the focal
points of this piece. They also present a sense of
time passing, as the tracings remain unfilled and
lack any depth or detail, as if they are literally
‘traces’ of what once was before In my artworks, I
now consider composition and how I can
manipulate it in order to convey my meanings
more effectively.

What I loved in particular about Suleman’s work was
her choice of display, and how it put a further
emphasis on the rationale behind her work highlighting the frail and fine line between violence
and beauty, through using plates as a canvas and the
intricately detailed structure of the wooden frame.
The golden platform on which the plates were
displayed on, only further emphasized the strange
glorification of violence in indo-persian culture. This
work has inspired me to become more creative in the
ways that I execute my work.

This portrait by Kahlo is one that is seldom seen and
perhaps overlooked. I myself chose this portrait for
comparison, solely based on the fact that it bore a close
resemblance to the other two. However, through this
investigation, I was able to appreciate the beauty of this
piece in all its simplicity. Kahlo is able to establish her
independence in this portrait in spite of the melancholic,
mundane mood set by the backdrop, through the stark
contrast of tones. In spite of Rivera towering over her, she
radiates in her dress of complementary colours,
triumphant. This has inspired me to investigate the way
tone and mood can be manipulated within my own work.

CONNECTION TO MY OWN WORK
My work is extremely personal, holding an overarching theme of ‘identity’
and these three artists have played an integral role in the making of my work
and myself as an artist. From Suleman and Qureshi's work, I have been
inspired to indulge deeper in the works of my culture. As a result, in my
work themes and motifs symbolic to my culture can be seen throughout.
Kahlo's work has inspired me to explore the dynamic between one’s several
identities, through her self-portraits and plants have become a recurring
motif in my work, symbolic of hope, growth and recovery.
The figures
themselves are
small, like mughal
miniatures
however they have
a hint of realism
that resembles the
work of Khalo.

Gaze is
directed
upwards

Gaze is
directed
downwards

Even their
hands
point to
opposite
directions.

Use of
complementary
colours portray
a sense of
conflict, further
perpetuating
distance
between the
pieces.

Name: REVOLUTION (Self
Portrait)
Medium: Paint & Pencil on Plates
Sizes: 30cm diameter
Rationale: While the figures on
each plate, which are reflections of
each other, dream to become
revolutionary, they seem to never
be able to reach one another. This
comical piece highlights my
personal struggle with
self-reconciliation.

To create this piece, I drew inspiration from
Suleman, Qureshi and Khalo.
I incorporated the common use of
complementary colours that they all have
used in their own works. In regards to
choice of medium and presentation, I used a
combination of acrylics and pencils, and
used a plate, (as did Suleman) as a frame.
This piece, like the artworks that I have
explored, also displays a relationship
between two figures.
However, unlike Suleman, Qureshi and
Kahlo's work, it is a portrayal of a
relationship between one’s self, as opposed
to one with a lover. And whereas the figures
in their respective pieces are seen to be
confined within an embrace, these figures
are isolated within their own space,
attempting to meet, even with the slightest
gaze or touch, but never actually being able
to, no matter which way they are placed.

Hands are
quite
common in
Mughal
portraiture
and are
often
displayed in
quite
dramatic
ways, so I
decided to
incorporate
them into
the portrait.

Her use of
yellow/orange
undertones are
quite prevalent in
my work

Self-Portrait
With Bonito,
1941 - Frida
Kahlo'
(www.wikiart.or
g, 2018)
<https://www.wi
kiart.org/en/frid
a-kahlo/self-por
trait-with-bonito
-1941>
accessed 21
March 2018.

Inspired by Suleman’s work, I used plates to enable
viewer interaction with the art. They would spin the
plates around, and notice that the two figures could
never meet. Additionally, the use of plates, symbolises
the fragility of one’s self esteem, hence prolonging the
journey to self-reconciliation.

I incorporated Kahlo’s
semi-realistic style in my own
self portrait.

While detail in the facial features are inspired by
Frida’s pieces, the flat, black nature of the hair
was based off of the lack of detail of the hair in
mughal portraits. I did this by simply pasting the
figures onto black paper cut outs.

'Mogal Art'
(Pinterest,
2018)
<https://www.
pinterest.com
/bharatvyas1
009/mogal-art
/> accessed
21 March
2018.

I loved the way that Suleman’s plates
were placed on a gold platform, as
they really accentuated the details
within the plates. I wanted to play
with the colour and decided to test
what it would look like if the figure
was surrounded by gold. As I had
hoped, it really made the details
within the figure prominent.

I incorporated
the use of
space that is
used in the
composition of
Mughal art, in
my own.

CONNECTION TO MY OWN WORK

This piece was
mostly inspired by
Kahlo’s “The Two
Fridas” (1939), in
which she
portrays the
interesting
dynamic between
herself and her
German-Mexican
heritage (just one
interpretation)
'The Two Fridas,
1939 By Frida
Kahlo' (Frida Kahlo,
2018)
<https://www.fridaka
hlo.org/the-two-frida
s.jsp> accessed 21
March 2018.

Name: CULTURE CONFLICT
Medium: photography & oil paint on board
Sizes: 60cm x 25cm
Rationale: The model in the piece, a close
friend of mine who is an American of
Chinese-Malaysian descent, is seen
struggling to adjust herself within her
culture. While she wears a traditional
Chinese gown and is surrounded by a
welcoming abundance of leaves, symbolic
in my work of ‘hope’, she is left in a state of
disorientation, struggling to come to terms
with her identity.

CONNECTION TO MY OWN WORK
This piece draws several influences from several of Kahlo’s work.

The colour scheme
was inspired by
Kahlo's portrayal of
herself in Frieda &
Diego Rivera.

Frida Kahlo, Self Portrait with Thorn Necklace and
Hummingbird, 1940

The stark contrast
between the
complementary
colours gave an
empowering quality
to her portrayal.
So I incorporated
hints of red in the
makeup of the model
and her dress, against
the heavily decorated
scenery.

This piece by Khalo served as an
inspiration for the incorporation of
plants in my work.
Emre Kagitci and others, 'Frida Kahlo And The
Symbolism In Her Art - Dailyartmagazine.Com - Art
History Stories' (DailyArtMagazine.com - Art History
Stories, 2018)
<http://www.dailyartmagazine.com/frida-kahlo-symbolism/
> accessed 21 March 2018.

Several of my works now
incorporate the usage of plants - it is
a recurring theme that is symbolic of
hope, growth and acceptance in my
work. I first came across this
fascination with depicting
floriography after chancing upon
Frida’s work. It provides the art with
a certain kind of serenity.

The model’s makeup was also inspired by the
popping colour quality of Frida’s self
portraits, every feature was emphasized
through saturated tones of red/orange
blush, bright lips and dark, bushy eyebrows.

